River Loop Security
Cybersecurity solutions for
supply chain assurance
As electronics supply chains increase in
complexity, new risks including component
swapping, implants, trojans, or firmware
modification may emerge at every stage.
These attacks are becoming increasingly
difficult to detect.
River Loop Security helps analyze and
design secure supply chains, provide
verifiable technical analysis on risks, and
perform automated firmware validation so that
complex supply chains do not introduce new
cybersecurity vulnerabilities.

The scale of embedded supply chains creates broad risks
From design to inbound logistics to
manufacturing to distribution, there
are failure points at every stage of
the electronics supply chain.

The challenge is only getting tougher

With increasingly complex systems,
there is a growing need for reliability
and assurance. However, recent
hardware and firmware attacks
highlight key cybersecurity risks.
River Loop Security brings leading
technical expertise to architect
secure supply chains, test for
cybersecurity vulnerabilities at every
stage, and provide verifiable data on
security.

Services Include...

Hardware and other complex
implants are now feasible and
very difficult to detect
Increases in supplier
diversity and complexity
create more steps to review
Threat actors have more
incentive and capability than
before to create back-doors

About River Loop Security
We provide security solutions to
clients ranging from startups to
global infrastructure providers. Our
solutions are based on industry
leading research, tested standards,
and strong engineering principles.

Planning & Secure Design
Analyze, map, and design supply
chain security mitigations to minimize
risks from the start

System Testing
Subject systems to detailed technical
analysis to identify hidden implants
and modifications.

Monitor & Automate
Put in place technically sound
methods to monitor for firmware
vulnerabilities and low-level risks that
can be introduced.

We have a team of the brightest
information security experts who are
up-to-date on the latest threats and
research. Our team has experience
designing, analyzing, and securing
thousands of IoT and embedded
devices.

www.riverloopsecurity.com
team@riverloopsecurity.com

